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Abstract
Let k be a field of characteristic not two. To each irreducible quartic f (x) over k we associate a certain
algebra Af , given by explicit generators and relations. We prove Af is an Azumaya algebra of rank four
over its center and that its center is the coordinate ring of an affine piece of an elliptic curve, the Jacobian
of the curve C: y2 = f (x). Its simple images are quaternion algebras and the resulting function from the
group of k-rational points on the Jacobian to the Brauer group of k is a group homomorphism whose image
is the relative Brauer group of central simple k-algebra split by the function field of C. We also show that
the algebra Af is split if and only if C has a k-rational point.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let k be a field of characteristic not two and let f (x) = a4x4 + a2x2 + a1x + a0 be an ir-
reducible polynomial over k of degree four. Let Ca denote the affine curve Ca : y2 = f (x).
This is a hyperelliptic curve of genus one. Its closure in P 2 is singular at infinity, but its clo-
sure in P 3 under the morphism (x, y) → (1;x;y;x2) is nonsingular. We let C denote this
nonsingular curve. In this paper we construct a k-algebra Af associated to the affine curve
Ca : y
2 = f (x). We prove that this algebra has many interesting properties: It is an Azumaya
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Ea: y
2 = x3 − 2a2x2 + (a22 − 4a0a4)x + a21a4. The curve E, the closure of Ea in P 2, is in fact
the Jacobian of C. The simple homomorphic images of Af are quaternion algebras over their
centers and these algebras are in one-to-one correspondence with the points on the curve E.
This determines a function from the group E(k) of k-rational points on E to the Brauer group
B(k) of k and this function is in fact a group homomorphism. The image of this homomorphism
is precisely the relative Brauer group B(k(C)/k), that is the group of classes of central simple
k-algebras that are split by k(C), the function field of the curve C.
Wedderburn proved that if D is a division algebra of degree three over a field k and θ ∈ D,
θ /∈ k, then the minimal polynomial π(λ) of θ over k factors over D into linear factors π(λ) =
(λ − d2θd−2)(λ − dθd−1)(λ − θ) for some element d ∈ D, with d3 ∈ k×. In this paper we
prove a similar statement for quaternion division algebras over k and quartic polynomials. That
is we prove that if D is a quaternion division algebra over k split by an irreducible monic quartic
π(λ) then there is a monic quadratic polynomial h(λ) ∈ D[λ] such that π(λ) = hd(λ)h(λ) where
d ∈ D, with d2 ∈ k× and where hd(λ) means dh(λ)d−1. We show that the existence of such an
h(λ) and element d is the same as being a simple image of the algebra Af for a certain f and
as a result are able to prove that the set of classes of quaternion algebras split by a field obtained
by adjoining a root of an irreducible quartic is the union of relative Brauer groups of a specified
collection of function fields of quartics (see Proposition 14).
Finally we prove that the Azumaya algebra Af is split if and only if the curve C has a k-
rational point. We end by providing several examples.
The motivation for this construction comes from two sources. In his paper [9] Shick studied
the relative Brauer group B(k(C)/k) and showed, using quadratic form methods, that it was
generated by quaternion algebras parameterized by E(k). In a later paper [5] Han studied the
case where f (x) = ax4 + b and proved that in this case for a number field the relative Brauer
group B(k(C)/k) is finite. He also showed how to make explicit computations in terms of local
invariants. The other source is work of Haile [1–4] on the Clifford algebra of a binary cubic form
f (x, y). In a series of papers he proved that this algebra is Azumaya of rank 9 over its center,
which is the coordinate ring of an affine elliptic curve E. This elliptic curve is the Jacobian of
the cubic curve C: z3 = f (x, y). The simple images in this case are degree 3 algebras and there
is a resulting group homomorphism from E(k) onto B(k(C)/k). These results were generalized
to higher degree binary forms by Kulkarni [8]. His work was based in part on a paper of Van den
Bergh [11] that connects the Clifford algebra of a form f of degree n to certain vector bundles
on the hypersurface determined by the form zn − f . Given the similarity of results it is natural
to ask whether there is an algebra lying behind the case of a genus one hyperelliptic curve. The
positive answer is the basis of this paper.
2. The algebra
As in the introduction we let k be a field of characteristic not two and let f (x) = a4x4 +
a2x2 + a1x + a0 be an irreducible polynomial over k of degree four and let C be the curve
C: y2 = f (x). We define a k-algebra by generators and relations as follows: Af = k{r, s, t}/I ,
where I is the ideal generated by the relations needed to make the formal identity (a2r + abs +
b2t)2 = a4a4 + a2a2b2 + a1ab3 + a0b4 hold. That is, I is the ideal generated by the following
elements:
r2 = a4,
rs + sr = 0,
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st + ts = a1,
t2 = a0.
Our first goal is to determine the center Z of Af and to prove that Af is Azumaya of rank 4.
We will use r, s, t to denote the images of these elements in Af . We let u = rt − tr . One sees
easily that ur = −ru, ut = −tu and rs = −sr .
Lemma 1. The elements s2, u2, and us−a1r lie in Z. Moreover, we have the following identities:
us − su = 2a1r,
u2 = (s2 − a2)2 − 4a4a0.
Proof. These are straightforward calculations. 
As in the introduction we let E denote the curve E: y2 = x3 −2a2x2 + (a22 −4a0a4)x+a21a4.
Proposition 2. Let z = us −a1r . Then z2 = s6 −2a2s4 + (a22 −4a4a0)s2 +a21a4. In other words,
(s2, z) lies on E.
Proof. First observe that r commutes with us. It follows that z2 = (us)2 − 2a1rus + a21a4 =
us(su+ 2a1r)− 2a1rus + a21a4 = u2s2 + a21a4. By the lemma we have u2 = (s2 − a2)2 − 4a4a0
and so z2 = ((s2 −a2)2 −4a4a0)s2 +a21a4 = s6 −2a2s4 + (a22 −4a4a0)s2 +a21a4, as desired. 
We have then that Z contains the ring k[us−a1r, s2, u2] = k[z, s2] and that the elements z, s2
satisfy the equation for E. We will prove shortly that in fact Z equals this ring and that this ring
is the coordinate ring of Ea . We show next that Af is finitely generated as a k[z]-module.
Proposition 3. The following twelve elements generate Af as a k[z]-module,
1, r, s, t, rs, st, rt, s2, s2r, s2t, s3, s4.
Proof. This is again a straightforward calculation. Given the monomials of a given degree d on
the list one obtains the monomials of degree d + 1 by multiplying each of degree d monomials
by r, s, t and trying to eliminate as many of these new monomials as possible. Here is a sample
calculation: Starting with rs we can get three possible monomials of degree 3 by considering
rsr, rs2, rst . But rsr = −a4s. We keep rs2 = s2r . But s3 = s2s = a2s − rts − trs = a2s −
2rts +us. Because rts = −rst +a1r , we get 2rst = s3 +a2s +2a1r −us = s3 +a2s +a1r − z.
So we keep s3 and eliminate rst . 
We will soon see that these twelve elements actually form a basis of Af over k[z]. The next
step is to show that we can embed Af in a certain quaternion algebra over k(E), the function field
of E. Namely we consider the quaternion algebra (a4, x) over k(E) = k(x, y). Let (a4, x)k(E) be
generated by elements i, j subject to i2 = a4, j2 = x, ij = −ji.
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φ(s) = j , and
φ(t) =
(
a2 − x
2a4
)
i +
(
a1
2x
)
j +
(
y
2a4x
)
ij.
Proof. One just checks that the relations hold. 
Proposition 5. The twelve elements listed above are k[z]-linearly independent and hence form a
basis of Af over k[z]. The homomorphism φ is injective and φ(Af )k(E) = (a4, x)k(E).
Proof. We have φ(z) = y. The images under φ of the twelve elements are easily seen to be
linearly independent over k[y]. It follows that the twelve elements themselves are linearly inde-
pendent over k[z] and that the map is injective. The last statement follows from the fact that the
image contains i and j . 
Corollary 6. The center Z of Af is the ring k[s2, z]. Moreover, Z is isomorphic to the coordinate
ring k[Ea].
Proof. From the proposition we see that φ(Z) is contained in k(E) = k(x, y) and the field of
fractions of φ(Z) is equal to k(x, y). But we have that Z contains k[s2, z] and φ restricts to
an isomorphism from k[s2, z] onto k[Ea]. Moreover, Z is finitely generated (hence integral)
over k[s2, z], because Af is finitely generated over k[s2, z]. The ring k[Ea] is integrally closed
because Ea is nonsingular. It follows that Z = k[s2, z]. 
Proposition 7. The ring Af is Azumaya of rank 4 over its center.
Proof. By Proposition 5 the algebra Af is an order in the quaternion algebra (a4, x) over k(E).
In particular, Af satisfies the identities of 2 × 2 matrices. By the Artin–Procesi theorem it there-
fore suffices to show that no simple image of Af satisfies lower identities, that is, that no simple
image is commutative. So suppose B is a commutative simple image (that is, a field). Let the
map from Af to B be denoted by c → c¯. Then from the relations for Af we see that r¯ s¯ = 0. But
r¯2 = a4 which is not zero, so s¯ = 0. From the equation for Ea it follows that a1 = 0. From an-
other relation we get 2r¯ t¯ = a2 and so a22 = 4a0a4. But then f (x) = a4x4 +a2x2 +a0 is reducible,
a contradiction. 
3. Af and the relative Brauer group B(k(C)/k)
We have seen that Af is an Azumaya algebra of rank 4 over its center, and its center is the
coordinate ring of the affine curve Ea . We proceed to describe the simple images more precisely.
Proposition 8. The simple images of Af are quaternion algebras; these images are in one-to-one
correspondence with the points on the curve Ea (in some fixed algebraic closure of k). If (α,β)
lies on Ea then the center of the corresponding quaternion algebra is k(α,β). We then have the
following cases:
(i) If α = 0 then the corresponding quaternion algebra is (a4, α)k(α,β) and one can take r¯ , s¯ as
generators.
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k(
√
a4 ).
(iii) If β = α = 0 (so a1 = 0), then the image is the algebra (a4, a22 − 4a4a0)k .
Proof. Because Af is an Azumaya algebra its simple images are in one-to-one correspondence
with the maximal ideals of Z, its center. These maximal ideals are given by the points on the
curve Ea . If the point is (α,β) and we let the map be denoted by c → c¯, then again because Af
is Azumaya, the center of the corresponding simple image is Z¯ = k(α,β). We have s¯2 = α, so if
α = 0, then the algebra is the quaternion algebra (a4, α)k(α,β) with generators r¯ and s¯. If α = 0
and β = 0, then β2 = a21a4, so the center is Z¯ = k(
√
a4 ) and the algebra is split because r¯2 = a4,
a square in Z¯.
Finally, if β = α = 0 (so a1 = 0), then u¯2 = a22 − 4a0a4 = 0 because otherwise the quartic
f (x) = a4x4 + a2x2 + a0 is reducible. Since r¯ u¯ = −u¯r¯ , we get the quaternion algebra (a4, a2 −
4a0a4)k with generators r¯ and u¯. 
From this proposition each k-rational point on E gives rise to a quaternion algebra over k and
so we have a function φ from E(k) to the Brauer group B(k). The map is described explicitly in
the proposition. In particular, φ(α,β) = [(a4, α)], if α = 0.
Proposition 9. The function φ :E(k) → B(k) is a group homomorphism.
Proof. Let (α1, β1), (α2, β2) be k-rational points on E and let (α3, β3) = (α1, β1) + (α2, β2).
We need to show φ((α1, β1)+ (α2, β2)) = φ((α1, β1))+φ((α2, β2)). We consider the following
cases:
Case 1. α1 = α2 and α1, α2 nonzero. In this case we compute the third point of intersection of the
line through these two points with the cubic y2 = x3 −2a2x2 + (a22 −4a0a4)x+a21a4. We do this
by substituting y = w(x − α1)+ β1, where w = β2−β1α2−α1 . The constant term of the resulting cubic
in x is the expression a21a4 − (wα1 −β1)2. It follows that α1α2α3 = (wα1 −β1)2 − a21a4, a norm
in the extension k(√a4 )/k. Therefore in the Brauer group of k, we have [(a4, α1)][(a4, α2)] =
[(a4, α3)]. Hence φ((α1, β1)+(α2, β2)) = φ((α3, β3)) = [(a4, α3)] = φ((α1, β1))+φ((α2, β2)).
Case 2. α1 = α2 and α1, α2 nonzero. In this case (α1, β1) + (α2, β2) = 0. But φ((α1, β1)) +
φ((α2, β2)) = [(a4, α1)][(a4, α2)] = 1, as desired.
Case 3. α2 = 0. Let A,B,C denote the coefficients of the equation for E, that is A = −2a2,
B = a2 − 4a0a4, and C = a21a4. In this case it can be shown that we have the formulas:
α3 = (β1 − β2)
2
α21
− α1 −A = (β1 − β2)
2 − α31 −Aα21
α21
= Bα1 − 2β1β2 + 2β
2
2
α21
.
If β2 = 0, then
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(
(α1, β1)+ (0,0)
)= φ(( B
α1
, β3
))
=
[(
a4,
B
α1
)]
= [(a4, α1)(a4,B)]
= φ((α1, β1))+ φ((0,0)).
If β2 = 0, then a4 is a square in k and so φ((α1, β1)) = 1 = φ((0, β2)). 
The next goal is to compute the image of the homomorphism φ. We will need the following
general result on roots of polynomials in maximal orders.
Proposition 10. Let R be an integral domain with field of fractions F . Let S be a central simple
F -algebra and let A be a maximal R-order in S. Assume that the maximal R-orders in S are
conjugate. If a monic polynomial f (x) ∈ R[x] has a root in S then it also has a root in A.
Proof. Let y be a root of f (x) in S. Because f (x) ∈ R[x] is monic, the ring R[y] is finitely
generated as an R-module. It follows that there is a maximal order B in S that contains R[y] and
so B contains a root of f (x). By the assumption A is isomorphic as an R-algebra to B and so A
also contains a root f (x). 
Recall that C denotes the curve given by y2 = f (x).
Proposition 11. The image of the homomorphism φ :E(k) → B(k) is the relative Brauer group
B(k(C)/k). In other words, a quaternion division algebra A over k is a homomorphic image of
Af if and only if A is split by the function field of C.
Proof. Let A be a quaternion algebra over k (possibly split) that is an image of Af and let the
map from Af to A be denoted by c → c¯. Let λ be an indeterminate and consider the ring A(λ) =
A⊗k k(λ). The defining relations for Af imply that in this ring we have (r¯λ2 + s¯λ+ t¯ )2 = f (λ).
In other words, if we let γ = r¯λ2 + s¯λ+ t¯ ∈ A(λ), then the field k(λ)(γ ) is a maximal subfield of
the quaternion algebra A(λ). It follows that this field splits A over k. But this field is exactly k(C).
Conversely suppose A is a quaternion division algebra over k split by k(C). We can write
k(C) = k(λ, δ) where δ2 = f (λ). Since this is a quadratic extension of k(λ) that splits A(λ) we
may infer that k(C) is isomorphic over k(λ) to a maximal subfield of A(λ). Therefore there is
an element γ ∈ A(λ) such that γ 2 = f (λ). The ring A[λ] is a maximal order in A(λ) and over a
polynomial ring over a field, all maximal orders are conjugate. Hence by Proposition 10 there is
an element g in the polynomial ring A[λ] such that g2 = f (λ). Because A is a division algebra,
the polynomial g must have degree 2, that is g = c2λ2 + c1λ + c0 for some c0, c1, c2 ∈ A, with
c2 = 0. It now follows easily that there is a homomorphism from Af to A sending r to c2, s to
c1 and t to c0. 
4. The relative Brauer group B(k(π)/k)
We want to obtain more information about the images of Af as we allow the quartic f to
vary. It is convenient to change our notation. Let π(λ) = λ4 + b2λ2 + b1λ+ b0 be an irreducible,
monic quartic over k. Let k(π) denote the field obtained by adjoining a root of π(λ) to k. We are
interested in the quaternion algebras split by k(π). We first make an elementary observation.
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split if and only if π(λ) factors in D[λ] as π(λ) = g(λ)h(λ) where g(λ) and h(λ) are irreducible
of degree 2.
Proof. The k(π) algebra D ⊗k k(π) is isomorphic to the quotient ring D[λ]/(π(λ)). Therefore
D ⊗k k(π) is split if and only if the ideal (π(λ)) is not maximal as a left ideal in D[λ]. Because
the left ideals of D[λ] are principal, this is equivalent to saying there is an irreducible polynomial
h(λ) in D[λ] of degree at most two that divides π(λ) on the left. If h(λ) has degree one, then
π(λ) has a root in D, which contradicts the fact that π is irreducible of degree four over k.
Therefore h(λ) has degree two, as desired. 
For each element a ∈ k× we let Gα denote the curve given by the equation y2 = απ(λ). Also
if g(λ) ∈ D[λ] and d ∈ D×, we let gd(λ) denote the polynomial dg(λ)d−1.
Proposition 13. Let D be a quaternion division algebra with center k and let α ∈ k×. The fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent:
(1) The algebra D ⊗k k(Gα) is split.
(2) There is a polynomial h(λ) ∈ D[λ] of degree two such that απ(λ) = h(λ)2.
(3) There is a monic polynomial c(λ) ∈ D[λ] of degree two and an element d ∈ D× such that
π(λ) = cd(λ)c(λ) and d2 = α−1.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is shown in the proof of Proposition 11. For the equiv-
alence of (2) and (3), note that if h(λ) = rλ2 + sλ + t ∈ D[λ] then h(λ) = r2r−2h(λ)rr−1 =
r2cr
−1
(λ)r−1, where c(λ) = r−1h(λ), a monic polynomial of degree two. Hence if we assume
(2) then we have απ(λ) = h(λ)2 = r2cr−1(λ)r−1h(λ) = r2cr−1(λ)c(λ). Since r2 = α, we may
take d = r−1. Reversing these steps shows that (3) implies (2). 
Proposition 14. Let D be a quaternion division algebra with center k. The field k(π) splits D if
and only if there is a monic polynomial c(λ) ∈ D[λ] of degree two and an element d ∈ D× such
that π(λ) = cd(λ)c(λ) and d2 ∈ k×.
Proof. If there is such a polynomial c(λ) and element d then by Proposition 13 the algebra
D ⊗k k(Gα) is split where α = d−2. But then D is split by the residue field of every place of the
curve Gα . One of these fields is k(π) (taking y = 0) and so D⊗k(π) is split. Conversely assume
D is split by k(π). By Proposition 12 there are irreducible monic polynomials h(λ), g(λ) ∈ D[λ]
of degree two such that π(λ) = g(λ)h(λ). Let h(λ) = λ2 + aλ + b. If a and b commute then
k(a, b) is a quadratic field extension of k. By Skolem–Noether there is an element d ∈ D× such
that conjugation by d realizes the nonidentity automorphism of k(a, b) over k. It follows that
d2 is central and so lies in k. Because π(λ) ∈ k[λ] it follows easily that g(λ) = hd(λ), so we
are done in this case. Hence we may assume a and b do not commute. It follows that there is
an element v ∈ D× such that v commutes with a but v does not commute with b. We have
that π(λ) = gv(λ)hv(λ). We write π(λ) = g(λ)h(λ) = g(λ)(hv(λ)) + g(λ)(h(λ) − hv(λ)) =
g(λ)(hv(λ))+ g(λ)(b− vbv−1). Let e = b− vbv−1, a nonzero element of D. We see that hv(λ)
must divide g(λ)e, that is there is a polynomial w(λ) ∈ D[λ] such that g(λ)e = w(λ)hv(λ).
Comparing degrees we see that w(λ) is in D and then by comparing leading coefficients we see
that w(λ) = e. Hence we have π(λ) = he−1v(λ)h(λ). Let d = e−1v. We have π(λ) = hd(λ)h(λ).
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d2 ∈ k×. 
If L is an field extension of k, let Quat(L/k) denote the set of Brauer classes of quaternion
algebras with center k that are split by L, and let B2(L/k) denote the two-part of the relative
Brauer group.
Corollary 15. Let π(λ) = λ4 + b2λ2 + b1λ + b0 be an irreducible quartic over k. For each
α ∈ k×, let Gα be the curve given by y2 = απ(λ). Then
Quat(k(π)/k)= ⋃
α∈k×
B
(
k(Gα)/k
)
.
Proof. Apply the proposition and Proposition 13. 
Corollary 16. Let k be a field such that for every central simple algebra A, the index of A is
equal to the exponent of A. Let π(λ) = λ4 + b2λ2 + b1λ + b0 be an irreducible quartic over k.
For each α ∈ k×, let Gα be the curve given by y2 = απ(λ). Then
B2
(
k(π)/k
)= ⋃
α∈k×
B
(
k(Gα)/k
)
.
Proof. Clearly for such a field k, we have Quat(k(π)/k) = B2(k(π)/k) and so the result is an
immediate consequence of the previous corollary. 
Classical examples of fields in which index equals exponent are local and global fields. More
recently it has been shown by de Jong [7] that function fields of surfaces over algebraically closed
fields also have this property.
5. When is Af split?
Recall that an Azumaya algebra B over a commutative ring R is said to be split if there is
finitely generated, projective R module M such that B ∼= EndR(M). Let Ca : y2 = f (x) where
f (x) = a4x4 + a2x2 + a1x + a0 is an irreducible quartic. In this section we determine when Af
is split. As in the introduction we let C denote the projective closure of Ca in P 3, a nonsingular
curve of genus one.
Proposition 17. The Azumaya algebra Af is split if and only if the curve C has a k-rational
point.
Proof. The center Z of Af is the coordinate ring of an elliptic curve E and so Z is a Dedekind
domain. Therefore the map on Brauer groups B(Z) → B(k(E)) is injective. We have seen that
Af ⊗Z k(E) ∼= (a4, x) and so Af is split if and only if the quaternion algebra (a4, x) is split over
k(E). Now assume C has a k-rational point. If this rational point (α,β) lies on the affine curve
C then in Af we have (α2r + αs + t)2 = f (α) = β2 ∈ k2. Hence Af ⊗Z k(E) is not a domain
and hence is split. Therefore Af is split. The points at infinity on C are (0;0;±√a4;1). If one
of these points is k-rational then a4 ∈ k2 and so (a4, x) is split. Hence Af is split.
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4a0a4)x+a21a4. We first consider the case in which the cubic x3 −2a2x2 + (a22 −4a0a4)x+a21a4
has a root in k. By a linear change of variables we may assume 0 is a root, that is that a1 = 0.
We proceed as in the proof of the main theorem of Haile [4]. We let K = k(√a0 ) and let G =
Gal(K/k), a group of order two. We let EK denote E viewed as a curve over K and we let
P(EK), Div(EK), and Pic(EK) denote the group of principal divisors on EK , the group of
divisors on EK and the Picard group of EK , respectively. The group G acts on these objects and
we have the following exact sequences of G-modules:
0 → K× → K(E)× → P(EK) → 0,
0 → P(EK) → Div(EK) → Pic(EK) → 0,
0 → Pic0(EK) → Pic(EK) → Z → 0.
Looking at the long exact sequences associated with this sequences we obtain the following
commutative diagram. The exactness follows precisely as in Haile [4], so we omit the details.
0
0 H 1(G,Pic0(EK))
γ
H 1(G,Pic(EK)) 0
δ
H 2(G,K×) H 2(G,K(E)×)
ρ
H 2(B,P (EK)) 0
H 2(G,Div(EK)).
Recall that in Af we have t2 = a0 and st + ts = a1 = 0. Moreover, s2 = x. Hence the al-
gebra (a4, x) ∼= Af ⊗ k(E) is isomorphic to the quaternion algebra (a0, x) over k(E). Hence
(a4, x) is split by K(E) and so corresponds to an element of H 2(G,K(E)×). In fact if we
let N :K(E) → k(E) denote the norm map, then H 2(G,K(E)×) ∼= k(E)×/N(K(E)×) and
(a4, x) ∼= (a0, x) corresponds to the coset xN(K(E)×). Because s2 = x we see easily that in
k[Ea] = k[x, y] the principal ideal (x) is equal to the square of the ideal (x, y). Hence the di-
visor determined by x is the 2P − 2∞ where P = (0,0). Again as in the proof of the main
theorem of [4] one computes that δγ (P − ∞) = ρ((a0, x)). Hence because we are assuming
Af is split and because δγ is injective, we infer that P − ∞ is trivial in H 1(G,Pic0(EK)).
We know Pic0(EK) is isomorphic to E(K). Under this isomorphism the element P − ∞ in
H 1(G,Pic0(EK)) corresponds to the point P in H 1(G,E(K)). Hence P represent the trivial
class in H 1(G,E(K)). This group classifies the principal homogeneous spaces for E over k that
are split over K , that is, that have a K-rational point (see Chapter 10 of Silverman [10]). In Ex-
ample 3.7 of Chapter 10 of Silverman [10], he shows that the homogeneous space corresponding
to P is exactly our curve C. Hence it follows that C has a k-rational point, so we are done in this
case.
820 D. Haile, I. Han / Journal of Algebra 313 (2007) 811–823Now we proceed to the general case. So let C: y2 = f (x) = a4x4 + a2x2 + a1x + a0 where
f (x) is an irreducible quartic and assume Af is split. It is known that C is a principal homo-
geneous space for its Jacobian, which is our usual curve E given by y2 = x3 − 2a2x2 + (a22 −
4a0a4)x + a21a4. We need to show that C represents the trivial class in the Weil–Chatalet group
of E. We may assume the cubic x3 − 2a2x2 + (a22 − 4a0a4)x + a21a4 has no root in k. Let L
be the cubic extension of k obtained by adjoining a root of the cubic to k. By the first case the
class of C is split by L. By the restriction–corestriction sequence it follows that the class of C
is 3-torsion. Now let F be the quartic extension of k obtained by adjoining a root of f (x) to k.
Clearly C has an F -rational point and so the class of C is split by F . It follows that the class of
C is 4-torsion. Because the class is 3-torsion and 4-torsion it follows that the class of C is trivial,
and so C has a k-rational point, as desired. 
6. Examples
In this last section we present some explicit examples. We begin with examples showing
how to use the homomorphism from E(k) onto B(k(C)/k) to compute B(k(C)/k). For these
examples we take k = Q. The reader should also consult Han [5] where a different method is
used to compute B(k(C)/k) in many cases.
Example 1. Let
C: y2 = −2x4 + 6x2 + 14
be the hyperelliptic curve over Q and Q(C) the function field of C. Then the Jacobian of C has
the form
E: y2 = x3 − 12x2 + 148x.
Using SAGE (software for algebra and geometry experimentation), we see that the curve E has
rank 2 with generators of infinite order (2,16) and (9,−33). To find the rational points of finite
order, let H be the subgroup consisting of such points. The points of finite order (other than the
point at infinity) have integer coordinates by the Nagell–Lutz theorem. Consider the reduction
modulo p map H → E˜(Fp) where E˜(Fp) is the reduced curve modulo p. Note that this map
is injective if p does not divide 2D = 211 ·7 ·372 where D is the discriminant of the cubic
polynomial. It can be easily checked that E˜(F3) = 4 and E˜(F5) = 6. It follows that H has order
2 because (0,0) is a rational point of E. This tells us that E(Q) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z ⊕ Z. Since (−2,2)Q
and (−2,9)Q are split and (−2,148)Q ∼= (−2,37)Q ∼= (2,37)Q, it follows from Proposition 11
that
B
(
Q(C)/Q
)= {0, [(2,37)Q]}.
If we let f (x) = −2x4 + 6x2 + 14 then it follows from Proposition 11 that the only quaternion
division algebra over Q that is an image of Af is the algebra (2,37)Q. By Proposition 13 the
algebra (2,37)Q is also the only quaternion division algebra over Q over which the polynomial
x4 − 3x2 − 7 can be factored as hd(x)h(x) where h(x) is a monic quadratic and d ∈ (2,37)Q
satisfies d2 = −2.
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C: y2 = nx4 + n.
Then the Jacobian of C has the form
E: y2 = x3 − 4n2x = x3 − 856967076x.
Using SAGE, we see that the curve E has rank 4 with the following generators of infinite order
P1 = (−19278,3058776) where 19278 = 2 · 34 · 7 · 17,
P2 = (−4998,2039184) where 4998 = 2 · 3 · 72 · 17,
P3 = (30258,1331352) where 30258 = 2 · 32 · 412,
P4 =
(
−2159850
216
,
594266365
216
)
where
2159850
216
= 2 · 3 · 5
2 · 7 · 112 · 17
23 · 33 .
To find rational points of finite order, recall (Silverman [10, p. 311]) that the set of torsion points
on the curve E has the group structure Z2 ⊕ Z2. Since the y-coordinate of a rational point of
order 2 is 0, the following points generate the group of rational points of finite order
P5 = (29274,0) where 29274 = 2 · 3 · 7 · 17 · 41 = 2n,
P6 = (−29274,0).
Thus, E(Q) ∼= (⊕4i=1 Z)⊕ (⊕2i=1 Z2) and the relative Brauer group B(Q(C)/Q) is determined
by the x-coordinates x(Pi) of these 6 generators. For a quaternion algebra A over Q, define
supp(A) to be the set of primes (together with the real infinite ∞) at which A is ramified. A te-
dious calculation shows that
supp
(
n,x(P1)
)= {2,3},
supp
(
n,x(P2)
)= {2,7},
supp
(
n,x(P3)
)= {2,3},
supp
(
n,x(P4)
)= ∅,
supp
(
n,x(P5)
)= {2,7},
supp
(
n,x(P6)
)= {2,3}.
This implies that the relative Brauer group B(Q(C)/Q) is generated by the classes of two quater-
nion division algebras, that is
B
(
Q(C)/Q
)= 〈[(n,x(P5))], [(n,x(P6))]〉∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.
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C: y2 = −5nx4 − n/5.
The Jacobian is the same as in Example 2, that is E: y2 = x3 −4n2x. This time one can compute
supp
(−5n,x(P1))= {3,5,17,∞},
supp
(−5n,x(P2))= {5,7,17,∞},
supp
(−5n,x(P3))= {3,5},
supp
(−5n,x(P4))= {17,∞},
supp
(−5n,x(P5))= {7,17},
supp
(−5n,x(P6))= {2,3,17,∞}.
Hence we have
B
(
Q(C)/Q
)= 〈[(−5n,x(Pi))] ∣∣ i = 1,2,3,5,6〉∼= 5⊕
i=1
Z2.
Example 4. In the previous examples the coefficient a1 of the quartic is zero. In this example a1
is nonzero. Let
C: y2 = −2x4 + 6x2 + 4x − 14
be the hyperelliptic curve over Q. Then the Jacobian of C has the form
E: y2 = x3 − 12x2 − 76x − 32.
Using SAGE, we see that the curve E has rank 2 with generators of infinite order (−4,4)
and (54,344). To find rational points of finite order, we can easily check that E˜(F3) = 7 and
E˜(F5) = 9. This tells us that there exist no rational torsion points other than the point at infinity.
Hence, E(Q) ∼= Z ⊕ Z. Since (−2,−4)Q ∼= (−1,−1)Q and (2,54)Q is split, it follows that
B
(
Q(C)/Q
)= {0, [(−1,−1)Q]}.
Example 5. Let p be a prime number with p ≡ 3 (mod 8), and consider the curve C: y2 =
px4 −1 over Q. As shown in Husemöller [6, Theorem 2.5, p. 158], the group of rational points on
the Jacobian (given by E: y2 = x3 + 4px) is {0, (0,0)}. The relative Brauer group B(Q(C)/Q)
is of order two and the nonzero element is the class of the quaternion algebra (p,−1)Q. So in
this case the map from E(Q) to B(Q(C)/Q) is an isomorphism. In particular, the split algebra
M2(Q) is not a homomorphic image of Af and so the polynomial x4 − (1/p) cannot be factored
in the form hd(x)h(x) where h(x) is a monic polynomial of degree two over M2(Q) and d is an
element of M2(Q) satisfying d2 = p. In fact the only quaternion algebra over Q in which one
has such a factorization is the quaternion division algebra (p,−1)Q.
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simple image is split.
Example 6. We let k = C(t), the field of rational functions in one variable over C. Let C: y2 =
f (x), where f (x) = tx4 + (t3 +1). The Jacobian of C is the curve E: y2 = x3 −4t (t3 +1)x. An
easy calculation shows that there are no k-rational points on C. By Proposition 17 it follows that
the Azumaya algebra Af is not split. However each simple homomorphic image is a quaternion
algebra over a finite extension of k and so is split by Tsen’s theorem.
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